FOOD

by DESIGN

IN BRIEF

Whether it’s a cocktail
celebration or a pop up
activation, a lavish banquet or
enthralling food installation,
our team of experienced
chefs and food designers
can create engaging gourmet
experiences. Imagination
is the only limitation...

FOOD WITH FLAIR

ART on a plate
Our menus use carefully
curated ingredients, are
lovingly prepared &
beautifully presented –
from delicate canapés to
decadent desserts.

IN BRIEF

GLOBAL ROAMING

SERVICE WITH STYLE...
Add a generous dose of drama
for extra panache.

Food trends from around the world, inspirations from fashion,
architecture & design.

Sensory
JOURNEY

Street food stalls, cooking stations or a
collection of food trucks and pop up bars,
let your guests chill out over grab and go
morsels or enjoy the sights, sizzle and
aromas of food prepared before their eyes.

EYE FOR DETAIL...
Creations on custom designed
platters or presented with a flourish.

CLASSIC
is always in favour

Sometimes the simple things are
best, and we revel in bringing
PRC style to the classics.
Our chicken sandwiches have
become legendary.

CORPORATE TAKE OVER...
Power breakfasts, morning and
afternoon teas or boardroom lunches.
We’ll take care of your busy delegates.

NEW SEASON MENUS

MENU
Impress, delight, refuel and tantalise your guests with our new season menus
designed for cocktail celebrations, conferences, dining affairs and breakfasts
– or let us create something completely bespoke to suit the occasion...

Dining

Cocktail
Party

Drinks

Set to impress, our dining
menus combine fresh,
local ingredients, the latest
food trends & classic
Peter Rowland flair.

Surprise & delight
guests with these
delicious bites, morsels
& sumptuous creations.

Access our carefully
curated cellar of the
very best Australian &
international wines,
beer & spirits.

From $120 per person

From $ 35 per person

From $ 41.00 per person

For dining packages

For 1-5 hour service

For 1-5 hour drinks package

NEW SEASON MENUS

Conference

Breakfast

Shared

From sandwich
lunches & hearty salads
to morning & afternoon
tea, our conference
packages provide
delicious sustenance
for busy executives.

Start the day in
style with either plated
classics, shared platters
of savoury & sweet
delights or mouthwatering buffets of
breakfast fare.

Create an interesting and
diverse event experience
through our shared menus.
With three to choose from
there is something to suit all
tastes and occasions.

From $ 53.50 per person

From $ 45 per person

From $ 135 per person

For conference essentials

For breakfast packages

For tailored packages

High Tea

Food Stations

Bespoke

Take tea and linger
over a time honoured
tradition with delicate finger
sandwiches, scones
& delightful pastries.

Create themed stations
for guests to grab &
graze or watch chefs
at work preparing food
before their eyes.

Collaborate with PRC’s
team of experienced
chefs & creatives to design
a totally tailored menu to
match your theme.

From $ 55 per person

cost dependent on brief

cost dependent on brief

For a 2 hour event

For food station packages

For tailored packages

THE CHEF
COLLECTIVE
Peter Rowland’s network of leading
chefs and culinary creatives can
be brought to venues, events and
clients.
The Chef Collective is an ongoing
drawcard for Peter Rowland
Catering and brings a line-up of up
and coming talent from Melbourne’s
newest restaurants as well as some
of the city’s culinary heavyweights
and celebrity chefs on the local
dining scene.
“It’s a wonderful way to tap into the
latest food trends and keep menus
fresh and interesting,” says CEO of
Peter Rowland and creator of the
concept, John Isherwood.
It’s a hospitality initiative we can
bring to the table for our venues
and major events and really add a
new dimension to the food offering,”
says Isherwood. “For our clients,
venues and events it means they
can create a food experience that
taps into a microcosm of the city’s
thriving food scene.”

Our ‘Collective’ of chefs are
drawn upon to provide their latest
inspirations, concoct seasonal
dishes or collaborate on à la carte
or grazing menus influenced by a
current event, exhibition or trend.
In spaces such as galleries or
restaurants, these are brought to
life by PRC’s chefs and feature ever
evolving menus, while at major
events, the Collective can help
add some additional excitement
and star-power to the hospitality
experience.
It provides a revolving line-up of
new dishes to try whilst giving
access to different styles from
different chefs and city restaurants.
“Our ambition to bring the buzz,
energy and trends of restaurants
and cutting edge chefs to major
venues and events really shows
that we’re not your typical caterer,”
says John.

ARTISAN BY GUY GROSSI
Design an artisan experience for
events in any locale, on any scale.
Peter Rowland Catering is cooking
up a very special collaboration with
one of Melbourne’s most loved
chefs, Guy Grossi. Watch this space
for news on how classic produce and
ingredients, Guy’s Italian heritage
and PRC’s expertise for functions
grand and intimate will combine.

ROWLAND BY SHANE DELIA
Shane has been delighting diners with his contemporary
middle eastern cuisine through his award winning
Melbourne restaurant, Maha. Specially created menus
designed by Shane can be provided to clients for small
to large scale functions and events as well as a raft of
dining concepts that sees Shane bring to the table fresh
ideas on eating, sharing and entertaining for PRC clients,
venues and retail spaces.

We look forward to collaborating on your next event – our experienced
& creative event specialists can assist adding impact, creativity & a host
of personal touches to your upcoming function.
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